ABSTRACT As a novel cyber-physical-social network paradigm, the Internet of Things (IoT) provides a powerful tool to monitor the hazardous fields of interest. Due to the uneven random deployment, sensor energy depletion, and external attacks, the emergence of coverage holes would remarkably degrade the network performance and quality of service. For overcoming the drawbacks resulting from the coverage holes, this paper focuses on how to locally detect coverage holes by exploiting one-hop neighboring sensors' cooperation based on the novel confident information coverage model (CIC), which is formulated as the localized confident information coverage hole detection (LCICHD) problem. For handling the CICHD problem, we devise a family of heuristic CIC holes detection schemes including the LCHD, LCHDRL, random and randomRL. Both the LCHD and LCHDRL schemes locally determine coverage status of each subregion and take the sensor communication ability into consideration. While the LCHDRL considers not only the sensor remaining energy but also the residual lifetime during the CIC hole detection. After acquiring the coverage status of each partitioned local subregion, the coverage hole boundary will be extracted by image processing techniques. For comparison, both the Random and RandomRL schemes arbitrarily select sensors within the sensing field to detect CIC holes, and the RandomRL scheme takes the sensors' residual lifetime into consideration during the hole detection process. Experimental simulations show that the proposed schemes can efficiently detect the emerged coverage holes including the locations and the number, and the LCHDRL algorithm is more practical and efficient compared with the other three peer solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Cyber-Physical-Social Network (CPSN), which perfectly integrates the cyber services, physical objects and social correlations, is becoming a promising network and system paradigm [1] , [2] . As one kind of the ever-growing CPSN, the Internet of Things(IoT) [3] , [4] , which evolves from the traditional Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) with more smart sensors and intelligent devices, provides a powerful tool to sense, monitor and interpret the hazardous and perilous fields and environments [5] . Take the IoT-based radiological pollution monitoring as an example. As shown in Fig.1 , there is an uranium mill tailing which is a low-level nuclear waste disposal site. After long-term exposure, these nuclear tailings containing a series of radionuclides (such as 238 U, 222 Rn, 226 Ra, Mn, 230 Th, 210 Po, 210 Pb) would release potential radiological pollution to the surrounding environment, which may pose a great threat to environmental safety and public health. Hence, IoT-based regular monitoring of the uranium mill tailing is desirable to ensure the updated assessment of environmental radioactivity and to generate scientifically sound information for radiological protection of the population and environment.
When we adopt an IoT as the critical tool for monitoring the radiological pollution level in the uranium mill tailing, due to its radioactive and hazardous feature, the battery-powered IoT sensors usually can be only arbitrarily and randomly deployed in the sensing field of interest.
In the context of IoT sensors random deployment, there might be some coverage holes which are a series of uncovered blank subregions in the field of interest. Besides, sensor failures resulting from the energy depletion, external attacks and other anomalies also may unavoidably cause the coverage holes, which would dramatically degrade the coverage performance and quality of service(QoS) of the network [6] .
Concretely, the IoT-based radiological pollution monitoring nearly always requires rigid network coverage performance and QoS including the higher coverage ratio and lower hole regions. However, the emergence and existence of the coverage holes would seriously interrupt the operations and running of the IoT, which may make the network unable to efficiently monitor target, effectively gather information and safely deliver the data to the control center.
In order to avoid the negative impacts on the network QoS resulting from the coverage holes, a seires of efforts have been intensively done to efficiently detect coverage holes [7] - [16] .
Although current coverage hole detection solutions can obtain the number and locations of the holes in some specific IoT-based practical fields, however, there are two decisive drawbacks in current methods on the coverage hole detection, which motivates us to solve the coverage hole issue from another novel view in this paper.
• Most of the current coverage hole detection methods utilize the disk coverage model [7] , [8] or its related derivative models [9] , [13] as the fundamental sensing paradigm. Nevertheless, the simple disk coverage model is too idealistic to be applied in the realistic radiological pollution monitoring scenarios with strict coverage accuracy and error requirements.
• Few works take the sensors' remaining energy and residual lifetime into consideration during the procedure of hole detection. To overcome the above mentioned shortcomings in current coverage hole detection methods, and different from our previous study on coverage hole detection in [17] , in this work, we focus on how to locally detect the potential coverage holes by exploiting neighbouring IoT sensors' collaboration and sensors' communication capability based on the novel Confident Information Coverage model(shorted as CIC) [18] , which is formulated as the Localized Confident Information Coverage Hole Detection(LCICHD) problem with the goal of localizing the CIC holes locations in an energy efficient manner.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows. First of all, for dealing with the LCICHD problem, we develop a family of solutions including two localized heuristic CIC holes detection schemes LCHD and LCHDRL, and the other two peer solutions Random and RandomRL. Both the LCHD and LCHDRL schemes locally and greedily detect the potential coverage holes and make full use of sensor communication ability. Besides, the LCHDRL takes not only the sensor remaining energy but also the residual lifetime into account. For comparison, both the Random and RandomRL schemes arbitrarily select sensors within the sensing field to detect CIC holes in a centralized manner, and the RandomRL scheme takes the sensors' residual lifetime into consideration during the hole detection process. According to the core concept of the CIC model, all the heuristics utilize the Root Mean Square Error(RMSE) as the metrics and compare the calculated RMSE with a given threshold to determine the coverage status of a specific subregion. Secondly, simulation results show that both the LCHD and LCHDRL can efficiently detect and localize the CIC coverage holes.
In what follows, Section II presents the network system model as well as the formulation of the localized CIC coverage hole detection problem. Two heuristic schemes are presented in Section III and evaluated via simulations in Section IV. We conclude the paper in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we firstly review the novel confident information coverage model proposed in [18] . We then introduce the classical energy dissipation model presented in [19] , after that we give the network system model and formulate the localized confident information coverage hole detection problem.
A. CONFIDENT INFORMATION COVERAGE MODEL(CIC)
Motivated from the field reconstruction which refers to sense and reconstruct some spatial-temporal physical attributes via deployed sensors, the authors in [18] have developed the novel CIC model as a basic sensing coverage model in wireless sensor networks.
Let u t (p) represent the real value of the attribute at the reconstruction point p at time t, andû t (p) denote its estimated value. Let u t (s) denote the measurement of a sensor s. A reconstruction map can be defined as F : {u t (s i )|s i ∈ S(p)} →û t (p), where S(p) denotes the collection of sensors within the reconstruction region of p.
The objective of attribute reconstruction is to minimize the error between the real value and the estimated value, minimize |u t (p) −û t (p)|. The time-average root mean square error (RMSE) is used for evaluating the reconstruction quality for each p, that is,
Definition 1 (Confident Information Coverage (CIC)): Given a reconstruction function F, a space point p is called being confident information covered (or -covered), if the time-average RMSE of its reconstructed information (p) is not larger than the application requirement ε 0 , i.e., (p) ≤ ε 0 .
For IoT-based practical applications(i.e., the radiological pollution monitoring in uranium tailing), we choose the Ordinary Kriging estimator as the reconstruction function. The variogram function could be adopted to characterize the relationship between the measured values relying on the distance d that separates them inside a sensing region.
In addition, the Gaussian variogram model is selected to capture the intrinsic spatial correlation features of a physical phenomenon:
where a is called correlation range. Note that a is the distance separating the uncorrelated and correlated attributes. Due to the intrinsic spatial correlation of the attribute, only the points within the correlation range a of p carry correlated information for reconstruction.
For point p, the ordinary kriging uses the weighted average of the measurements of those sensors within its reconstruction zone S(p) to estimate the attribute valueû t (p),
where λ i s are the interpolation weights. According to the unbiased property of ordinary kriging, the sum of weights equal to 1, i.e,
The optimal weights are obtained by minimizing the kriging variance. Using a Lagrange multiplier µ(p) for the minimization, it will yield a linear kriging system of n+1 equations with n+1 unknowns, where n = |S(p)|.
The RMSE of the target point p could be calculated by
where γ (s i , p) can be computed from the variogram functions. One of the merits of the CIC model is that it can greatly improve coverage performance because of its exploitation of cooperative sensing. Moreover, it is downward compatible with the classical disc coverage model.
B. ENERGY DISSIPATION MODEL
The energy dissipation model presented in [19] is adopted in this work to calculate the sensors' energy consumption during the procedure of the CIC holes detection. A distance d 0 is set to denote the threshold of Euclidean distance between the transmitter sensor and the receiver sensor. According to the relationship between the real distance d and the threshold distance d 0 , two different energy dissipation models will be adopted.
sensors is smaller than d 0 , then the free space model will be adopted(d 2 energy consumption).
• If d ≥ d 0 , which means the distance is larger than the threshold, then the multi-path fading model is adopted(d 4 energy consumption). In this case, the sensors' energy dissipation will increase rapidly with the distance increasing. In this work, we set the distance threshold d 0 to be the value of the correlation range a of a specified radionuclide.
When a sensor transmits lbit data to a receiver sensor at d distance away, the total dissipated energy of the transmitter sensor can be calculated by Eq. (7),
The energy dissipation of the receiver sensor can be obtained by Eq.(8) (8) where the parameter E elec represents the value of electronics energy, and the ε fs d 2 and ε mp d 4 are determined by the distance to the receiver sensor. During the procedure of the CIC holes detection, the energy dissipation of different sensors will be inconsistent and unbalanced, and the working lifetime as well as the residual energy of the randomly scattered sensors also will be not in the same status.
Given the initial energy of each sensor is E 0 and the network working period is T , the working lifetime t l of a randomly deployed sensor can be calculated by using Eq.( 9)
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C. NETWORK AND SYSTEM MODEL
We are given a W × W (m 2 ) region of interest R which is an isotropic and second-order stationary process, and a physical attribute v i (such as a kind of radionuclide)with spatial correlation range a in R needs to be CIC covered. Similar to the techniques used in [20] , we partition the R into a series of reconstruction grids by applying the spatial correlation of v i to choose several uniformly distributed space points P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p M } in R as the reconstruction points (RPs) characterizing the field of interest R. The amount of the partitioned grids corresponds to the number of the RPs. Each reconstruction grid is a square sub-region centered at a reconstruction point p i with the size of the correlation range a. For a second-order stationary spatial stochastic process, the values of two spatial points p i and p j are treated as independent and uncorrelated, if their distance is larger than the correlation range a.
A collection of stationary and homogeneous sensors N = {n 1 , . . . , n N } are randomly scattered in R. Each of the battery-powered sensor s i equips limited initial energy E 0 and has the communication range r c . The locations and coordinates of the deployed sensors can be obtained via a GPS hardware module and will not change during the whole procedure of CIC hole detection. By connected network and communication ability, each sensor s i can get the sensing information of its neighboring sensors within the correlation range of the specific physical attribute v i .
According to the concept of CIC model, we say the point p i is CIC covered if the calculated RMSE of the v i in point p i is smaller than the given RMSE threshold 0 . Meanwhile, If there is an uncovered point p i in R, it means that the point p i must locate within a coverage hole h i . Thus, we say a subregion h i in R is a CIC hole if the reconstruction point p i in h i is uncovered.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the triangles represent the reconstruction points, the dots denote the randomly scattered sensors and the black grid represents the potential CIC holes, respectively.
D. THE LOCALIZED CICHD PROBLEM
This work focuses on how to locally detect the number and the locations of the confident information coverage holes H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K } in a given field of interest R.
The localized confident information coverage hole detection problem is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (LCICHD Problem): Localized Confident Information Coverage Hole Detection Problem
Given the RMSE threshold 0 , the uniformly distributed reconstruction points P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p M } in a field of interest R, and a collection of randomly deployed sensors N = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n N }, the LCICHD problem is to locally 
detect and find the number and the locations of the confident information coverage holes
H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K } in R.
III. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR LCICHD PROBLEM
For dealing with the LCICHD problem, we develop two centralized heuristic schemes including one only considers the sensor communication ability while the other one takes both the sensor communication ability and residual lifetime into account during the process of the CIC holes detection.
A. LOCALIZED CIC HOLE DETECTION SCHEME (LCHD)
Based on the CIC model, the LCHD fully exploits the adjacent sensors' collaboration, the sensor communication ability, the sensors's locations and distribution, the spatial correlation of the monitored radionuclide and the required CIC threshold to locally detect the potential CIC holes.
The LCHD takes the randomly scattered sensors N , the sensor communication range r c , the reconstruction points P, the reconstruction field R and the CIC threshold 0 as its input parameters. It returns the locations and number of the detected CIC holes CIC h . The LCHD locally detects the possible CIC holes in a greedy and recursive manner. The details of LCHD are shown in Algorithm 1.
In line 1, LCHD firstly initializes the CIC h which is utilized to reserve the locations of the CIC holes, and the P h which is used for storing the uncovered reconstruction points.
From lines 2 to 27, LCHD locally chooses the sensors nearest to p i to cooperatively calculate the RMSE for each p i , compares the RMSE with the given threshold 0 and then decides whether the corresponding R i is a CIC hole or not.
For each R i , in line 3, LCHD calculates the amount of the randomly deployed sensors N i in R i . If N i = 0, which means there is no any sensor in R i , thus, the p i located in the center of R i is definitely uncovered and R i is certainly a CIC hole. Then LCHD adds the location of the detected CIC 
add the nearest sensor s min ∈ N in to p i into N min (12) N min = N min ∪ {s min } (13) N c = {the sensors within the r c of s min } (14) calculate the RMSE(N min , p i ) (15) While RMSE(N min , p i ) > 0 then (16) If N c = φ then (17) p i is uncovered and R i is a CIC hole (18) Nevertheless, if N i = 0, which means there is at least one sensor located in R , LCHD then will make full use of the sensors collaboration to determine the coverage status of R i . In line 9, the set N in reserves all of the sensors scattered within R i . The set N min is used for storing the nearest sensors to p i and is initialized to empty set in line 10 The LCHD scheme recursively updates the new holes and reserves their locations and number in CIC h , and extracts the boundaries of all the existed CIC holes by image processing method. The hole boundary extraction procedure includes two critical steps.
• Binarization. Through binarization, we can obtain the two-dimensional black-and-white image of the sensing field of interest R.
• Open and close loop operation. By using open and close loop operations, the image noise would be suppressed so that the shape features are maintained and the irrelevant structures would be removed. The complexity of LCHD is O(kM 2 ).
B. LOCALIZED CIC HOLE DETECTION SCHEME WITH RESIDUAL LIFETIME(LCHDRL)
As the battery-powered sensor equips very limited energy as well as the energy consumption is unbalanced, the energy dissipation has a great impact on the hole detection. In this subsection, an energy efficient localized CIC hole detection scheme LCHDRL is developed. As shown in Algorithm2 and Algorithm3, the LCHDRL takes the sensor communication ability and residual lifetime into account during the procedure of CIC hole detection.
The LCHDRL divides the time into a series of working rounds and runs in a round by round way. By continually calculating each sensor's remaining energy after a working round, LCHDRL timely updates the residual lifetime of the sensors and detects the CIC holes only using the sensors with enough residual lifetime.
Similar to the method used in our previous study [Refs] , LCHDRL obtains the remaining energy e i r of each sensor s i by
where E i 0 is the initial energy of s i , t w is the time the sensor has worked and T is the period of each working round.
After getting the remaining energy of each sensor, LCHDRL will calculate the residual lifetime t i r of s i by
Based on the residual lifetime of each sensor and the predefined threshold, LCHDRL will regard the sensors with shorter residual lifetime as failure sensors and screen out them from the working set of sensors.
The LCHDRL takes the N , r c , E 0 , P, R and 0 as the critical input variables, and returns the CIC hole set CIC h .
In Algorithm2, the sets CIC h and P h are firstly initialized to be empty. Then Algorithm2 recursively calculates the remaining energy and updates the residual lifetime of sensors scattered in each R i until the first CIC hole is detected. In each working round and for each reconstruction grid R i , in line 4, Algorithm2 calculates the number of the randomly deployed sensors N i . Once N i = 0, which means there is no sensors in R i , the p i is determined as an uncovered point and R i is regarded as a CIC hole. 
calculate the e i r of s i ∈ N in using Eq. (10) (12) update the E r (13) calculate the t i r of s i ∈ N in using Eq. (11) (14) update the T r (15) If there are failure sensors then (16) delete the failure sensors
find the nearest sensor s min ∈ N i w to p i (19) add
N c = {the sensors within the r c of s min } (21)
Nevertheless, if N i is not zero and there are some sensors N in deployed in R i , the remaining energy e i r of each sensor s i and the corresponding residual lifetime t i r will be calculated by Eq.(10) and Eq.(11), respectively. Besides, the remaining energy set E r and the residual lifetime set T r are also updated, shown in lines 9 to 14.
In line 15 and line 16 of Algorithm2, if there are some failure sensors N i f whose residual lifetime is less than the given threshold, then LCHDRL will delete these failure sensors from N in and thus the remaining sensors N i w are with sufficient energy and lifetime for working and hole detection. 
N c = {the sensors within the r c of s min } (10)
While RMSE(N min , p i ) > 0 then (15) If N c = φ then (16) p i is uncovered and R i is a CIC hole (17) CIC After updating the sensors' residual lifetime,determining the working sensors set N i cw and obtaining the RMSE(N min , p i ), in Algorithm3, for each reconstruction grid R i , the LCHDRL will greedily judge whether R i is a CIC hole by comparing the calculated RMSE(N min , p i ) with the threshold 0 . Once obtaining the coverage status of the reconstruction grids in R, the LCHDRL would extract the boundary of the detected CIC holes reserved in CIC h by image processing method used in LCHD scheme. Finally, The LCHDRL returns the detected CIC holes set CIC h .
The complexity of the LCHDRL scheme is O(k
, where I round denotes the total gross of working rounds.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we execute several simulations to validate the correctness of the proposed solutions.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
In the simulations, we mainly focus on the two performance metrics including the CIC hole area and the CIC coverage ratio. The CIC coverage ratio of the field of interest R is defined as
where R(k) represents the coverage status of the kth reconstruction grid. If the kth reconstruction grid is not a CIC hole, then the R(k) is set to be 1, otherwise it is set to be 0. Besides, we take several critical parameters including the number of randomly deployed sensors N , the communication range r c , the correlation range a, the number of reconstruction grids M , the initial energy E 0 of each sensor, and the RMSE threshold 0 into consideration.
An IoT with N stationary and homogeneous sensors are randomly deployed in a 100m * 100m field of interest R. The correlation range a varies from 2m to 20m. The number of the reconstruction points M is the result of the whole area of R i divided by the value of the correlation range a. The communication range of each sensor r c varies from 1m to 10m. The initial energy of each sensor is 0.5J. The working rounds are set to be 100. The simulation results are averaged over 100 runs. All the experiments are conducted in MATLAB platform. 
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the first experiment in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , we evaluate the effect of the number of sensors on the CIC hole area and CIC hole Ratio. The number of sensors N varies from 50 to 500, the correlation range is a = 10m and the In the second experiment, we study the impact of correlation range on the CIC hole area and CIC coverage ratio under four different CIC hole detection schemes. We vary the correlation range varies from 2m to 20m with an increment of 2m, and the communication range r c is half of the correlation range which varies from 1m to 10m. The RMSE threshold 0 is 0.5. As can be seen, in Fig.5 , the CIC holes detected by LCHD and LCHDRL is much less than the results detected by the Random and RandomRL, and in Fig.6 the corresponding CIC coverage ratio obtained by LCHD and LCHDRL is higher than the Random and RandomRL, and the LCHD can acquire the best performance in terms of the CIC hole area and CIC coverage ratio than the other algorithms.
In Fig 7 and Fig 8, we study the impact of the sensor communication range on the CIC hole area and CIC coverage ratio, respectively. The communication range varies from 1m to 10m, the spatial correlation range is 10m, the number of the deployed sensors is N = 100, and the RMSE threshold is set to 0.5. From the results shown in Fig 7 and  Fig 8, we can see that the proposed LCHD and LCHDRL nearly always have the better performance than the Random and RandomRL in terms of CIC coverage ratio.
In the last experiment, we evaluate the impact of RMSE threshold on the CIC hole area and CIC coverage ratio. We vary the RMSE from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.1. The correlation range is 10m, and the communication range is 5m. the CIC hole area decreases with the increase of the number of randomly deployed IoT sensors and the value of the correlation range. Both the Fig 9 and Fig 10 show that the LCHD and LCHDRL have lower CIC hole area and higher CIC coverage ratio than the Random and RandomRL schemes.
The experimental simulation results can be summarized as follows:
• Under the same number of deployed sensors, the same correlation range, the same communication range and RMSE threshold, the performance of the LCHD and LCHDRL solutions nearly always outperform the Random and RandomRL schemes in terms of higher CIC coverage ratio. That's because both the LCHD and LCHDRL locally detect the potential CIC holes by making full use of sensors' cooperative sensing and exploiting the spatial correlation of the monitored radionuclides based on the novel CIC model.
• Although the LCHD scheme has the best performance in terms of lower CIC hole area and higher CIC coverage ratio than the other three methods, however, the LCHDRL scheme is more practical and suitable in realistic IoT-based radiological pollution monitoring. This is because the LCHDRL takes both the sensors' communication ability and residual lifetime into consideration during the whole process of the CIC hole detection.
V. CONCLUSION
This work has addressed and studied the localized confident information coverage hole detection issue(LCICHD) with the goal of finding the locations and number of the emerged coverage holes in IoT based on the CIC model. We have proposed a family of heuristic solutions, which can locally determine the CIC holes and extract the holes' boundaries by utilizing the image processing methods. Simulation results have verified the advantages of the proposed LCHD and LCHDRL schemes, which can efficiently determine the CIC holes in a local manner and are much more effective than Random and RandomRL in terms of higher coverage ratio. 
